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It is an idiomatic expression which means “a man that is versatile”. It is also an utterance who describes a person who is skilled in many different areas. It can also mean as an individual who can do different tasks rather than specializing in just one. This is commonly known as “Jack of All Trades”.

As we track the origin of the phrase “Jack of All Trades”, Rashmi Jain, Greater Noida of The Times of India stated that this phrase was used derogatorily to describe a multi-skilled person or individual with an average efficiency. “Jack” is a generic term for common people in India. Consequently, if this phrase was added to the clause “but master of none”, the meaning of it varies. It may mean that a person belongs to a common group of people.

We may meet a person who we may address as, ”Jack of All Trades” anywhere such as in an office, mall, street, hotel, media, market, home, restaurant, park and even in the place of instruction like an academe or school.

There are lots of roles a catalyst, a professor, an educator, an instructor, or a teacher portrays. They have a specific function in the government or even in the society. They touch one’s young mind. They mold these young Filipinos to become good citizen of the nation. They utilize their skills and talents just to bring out the best on these Filipino learners. They even become parents to those students who need extra care and love. They are doctors if students get sick during class hours. When there is a problem that occurs and faced by a student; the teacher, whether or not he/she is a counselor; he/she is there to give pieces of advice to them as to guide and lead those youngsters into a helpful decision. They are interior decorators when it comes in making their
classroom as more conducive for learning through decorating it. These are some of the reasons why are called to be “Jack of All Trades”.

Thus, a teacher is not just a common and ordinary person that touches someone’s young mind. He/she is a hero and considered as “Jack of all Trades” for they gently care and sweetly love not just their work but much of their students.
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